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Walk:   EOC 01 

Location:  Henrhyd Waterfalls  
 

Directions: Turn left out of castle, and take second left turning off A4069 – you turn left 
immediately opposite the Penycae Inn. Carry on up a steep narrow lane for about two 

miles and you will eventually see a large aerial mast ahead of you, the road then 

bends right, and the car park to the water falls is a bit further down on the right).  
Distance (miles): 4 at a guess.  

Time (hours):  15 mins approx 

Length of Walk: 30 mins to waterfall or two hours if continue along narrow path leading away from 

waterfall (alongside and a bit above the stream leading from falls) 
Dates Walked:  23/03/2008, 22/08/2008,  

 

Parking:  Free but not many spaces; usually enough though.    
 

Pop in to:  Penycae Inn for a quality sit down meal, or just a drink. 

 
Description: The path down to the falls is very steep and can be slippery if wet. You will need 

good walking boots as flat shoes would be hazardous.  

 

Once at the bottom, you cross a wooden bridge with a few steps, going back on 
yourself along a narrow somewhat muddy path to get to the falls, which you can 

stand behind if you are careful about not slipping.  

 
Only about 25-30 mins at most to get to the falls. Once at bottom, on way back from 

falls, you can walk along another narrow path above the stream leading from the 

falls. This walk has suffered some landslides so is difficult in places and muddy, but 

probably ok in the summer. You leave the waterfalls behind you with the stream on 
your left. You can return the same way.  

 

These paths are not prammable and not suitable for mountain bikes or anything on 
wheels.  
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Pictures taken on:23/03/2008: 

 
View of the falls as you descend steep path                Walkway bridge crossing the stream, leading to falls 

  
 

It is possible to walk behind the falls – slippery!          Stream leading from falls 
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Path leading to narrow ledge behind falls.  

  
 

Pictures taken on 22/08/2008: 

     
 

 


